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This article develops the theory of nomadic practices as an alternative to seeing design as a humanist discipline. Nomadic practices is an epistemological theory guided by posthumanist commitments of phenomenological intentionality, situated knowledges, and nomadism. In contrast to humanist understandings of design that rely on objectivist viewpoints and universalizing foundations, nomadic practices see knowledge production in design as situated, embodied, and partial. The aim of the theory of nomadic practices is to remove the epistemological hurdles of a disciplinary structure such that design practices can be more expansive and plural. The article builds on prior epistemological theories including Kuhn’s (1962) paradigms, Redström’s (2017) programs, and Agre’s (1997) generative metaphor as seen through past changes and upheavals in what is considered design, such as Bødker’s (2006) third wave HCI (human-computer interaction) or Harrison et al.’s (2007) paradigms of HCI. It then turns to key posthumanist concepts to articulate structural features of nomadic practices, namely 1) multiplicity of intentionalities; 2) situated knowing; and 3) nomadism. The contribution of this article is to offer a theory for thinking about design that embraces multiplicity and diversity rather than universalizing and singular ways of knowing design.
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Relevance to Design Practice – This article offers a theory for knowing design that sees design practices as unique in terms of knowledge, methods, and intentionalities with respect to other design practices. It shows how design is pluralistic and independent of universalized principles and theoretical foundations of design characterized as a singular discipline.


Introduction

In this article I propose the idea of nomadic practices as an alternative to conceiving of design as a humanist discipline. Nomadic practices is a theory for how we know and structure what we know about design that is guided by posthumanist concepts of intentionality (Verbeek, 2008), situated knowledges (Haraway, 1988), and nomadism (DeLanda, 2016; Deleuze & Guattari, 1987). The original aim of the theory was to create openings to investigate posthumanist design within an epistemological structure that avoids humanist ideals and assumptions, which is part of a forthcoming publication (Wakkary, 2021). Further, in removing these hurdles, design can be seen as more expansive and open to all kinds of different and concurrent explorations that go beyond posthumanist design. The contribution of this article is to offer a theoretical alternative to disciplines, as a way to liberate thinking about design to embrace multiplicity and diversity rather than universalizing and singular ways of knowing design.

Nomadic practices can be described as an epistemological theory. Epistemology concerns itself with how knowledge occurs and what form it takes. To date, conceptions of design draw on humanist understandings of a discipline as an autonomous body of knowledge that has clear boundaries with other disciplines. A characteristic of humanist disciplines is its reliance on objectivist viewpoints that are neutral and encompassing, and that the knowledge produced aspires to be unified in its concepts to be seen as foundational or universal. By contrast, nomadic practices draw on posthumanist epistemologies in which knowledge production is situated, embodied, and partial—that is, knowledge is structured without foundations or universality but rather is nomadic in that it is constantly shifting and it is pluralistic.

By way of a brief introductory summary, nomadic practices view design as a multiplicity. This means that at any moment, a plurality of nomadic practices can call themselves design, or more accurately, a plurality of gatherings assembles around unique notions of design. These multiple gatherings do not compete over a single claim of the meaning of design. Rather, each is on its own path, pursuing a particular something of design, though open to intersections, divergences, contestations, or alliances. I describe this characteristic as a multiplicity of intentionalities. Additionally, nomadic practices are not structured on a universal or foundational knowledge like a discipline or subdiscipline.
Knowledge of a particular nomadic practice is situated within that nomadic practice. This means that there is no independent knowledge of design outside of any given nomadic practice, although each practice can overlap with others and collectively share what is known or has been accrued historically. I describe this characteristic as situated knowing. Lastly, nomadic practices are nomadic, as the name implies. This means that they are not about claiming domains or setting boundaries. Nomadic practices follow the somethings they design wherever they lead and, in this way, they traverse in parallel, almost always on the move. What makes a nomadic practice accountable is the quantity and quality of the gatherings around a particular something to design, or the ability to attract and create a shared intentionality. It is also accountable by who makes the claim that a particular nomadic practice is some kind of design, and not so much by the credentials of who makes the claim but that someone stands up to account for making the claim. Lastly, a nomadic practice is accountable for how it traverses the landscape and what it leaves behind.

For example, policy design as a nomadic practice is distinct from designing interactive products in that it does not hold the same concern for user experiences and related methods in any central way. It may traverse diverse territories of policy making from social justice issues to public health, crossing over into practices of epidemiology or economics in ways that could split into even more distinct though related nomadic practices. A nomadic practice of designing policy would attract different and diverse designers from those of interactive products. Its accountability would also be measured in vastly different ways. To rein policy design into a larger discipline of design or social science for that matter, such that it would need to conform to universalizing characteristics of either discipline, would be constraining and create unnecessary boundaries to available knowledge and past practices.

I start this article with a background discussion of related concepts and research. Then, I begin to develop the idea of nomadic practices by drawing on past attempts to reconsider disciplines that have been applied to design (Bødker, 2006; Harrison & Dourish, 1996; Redström, 2017), including paradigms (Kuhn, 1962), programs (Redström, 2017), and generative metaphors (Agre, 1997). I then turn to reshaping key elements toward a posthumanist framing by drawing on philosophical ideas of intentionality (Verbeek, 2008), situated knowledge (Haraway, 1988), and nomadism (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987). Lastly, I detail the structural features of a nomadic practice that I outlined above. I conclude with some of the possibilities that nomadic practices offer those who gather around their notion of design.
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Background

Before engaging the theory of nomadic practices, I will briefly explain what I mean by humanism and posthumanism in relation to design, as these are framing concepts for the motivation and idea of nomadic practices. Given the space, this will be a simplified explanation and so I encourage readers to look elsewhere for a fuller discussion of the relations between humanism and posthumanism (e.g., see Braidotti, 2013; Verbeek, 2011). I also will briefly discuss related efforts to rethink design epistemologically to put this effort in context alongside approaches of other design researchers and theorists.

Humanism is a longstanding project dating back to the eighteenth and nineteenth century Europe in which scholars reinterpreted the ideals of classical Antiquity and the Italian Renaissance. The project is the enlightenment of what it is to be human and the privileging of human reason and ideals by placing these at the center of knowing and shaping of the world. This has led to a pervasiveness of humanist thought that continues throughout the modernist era to infuse itself in ways I think and act, as it likely is for how you think and act. The posthumanist thinker Braidotti describes humanism as the dominant model for human civilization. It is a structuring force for cultural practices that makes it pervasive in almost all matters of human life, from political ideals to legal principles to educational practices (Braidotti, 2013). Formulating design as a body of knowledge is as much an outcome of humanism as any other discipline. Epistemologically, humanist assumptions determine both how we gain knowledge about design and how that knowledge is structured. Ontologically, humanist assumptions view design as exclusively a human matter and, in doing so, privilege human values and perceptions.

Posthumanism informed by feminist and post-structuralist thinking grew out of the non-humanist to anti-humanist perspectives of the student rebellions of the 1960s (Braidotti, 2013). This philosophical or critical posthumanism draws on Haraway’s (1988) principle of rationality or the necessity to think-with. In contrast to privileging of humans, the commitment is to always think-with other humans and nonhumans. To conceive of humans independently and distinctly is simply not possible nor desirable. This relational thinking decents humans as the privileged and exclusive point of reference for thought and action. At its simplest, posthumanism is humans sharing center stage with nonhumans. This view of posthumanism is vastly different from what is often referred to as transhumanism or techno-humanism. These views envision a technological becoming of humans in which new technologies create a greater perfection of what it is to be human (see Bostrom, 2005; Hayles, 1999; Kurzweil, 2000; Moravec, 1999; Pinsch, 2017). Transhumanism, as such, is an intensifying of humanism and so the opposite of posthumanism as I consider it. Unsurprisingly, in my explorations of a posthumanist understanding of design (Wakkary, 2021), it is clear that the humanist assumptions of design leave little room for nonhuman views. The current paradigm of human-centered design is not the only reason for this. The normative function of a discipline is to...
Last, posthumanism, non-humanism, and related philosophies of technology that I draw on here are not new discussions within design. For example, there is a vibrant and wide-ranging discussion that includes agent realism (Frauenberger, 2019), Anthropocene (Light et al., 2017), human-machine configurations (Andersen et al., 2019; Devendorf & Ryokai, 2015; Leahu, 2016), material aesthetics (Van Dongen, 2019), natureculture (Liu et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2017), object ontologies (Encinas et al., 2020; Lindley et al., 2017), postanthropocentricism (Devendorf et al., 2016; DiSalvo & Lukens, 2011), technological mediation (Hauser, 2018; Hauser et al., 2018; Pierce & Paulos, 2013; Wakkary et al., 2018; Wiltse & Stolterman, 2010), and thing-centeredness (Giaccardi et al., 2016; Oogjes & Wakkary, 2017; Wakkary et al., 2017).

This article is a contribution to the ongoing discussion of humanist thinking in design and its alternatives. It builds on this work but, moreover, aims to address the challenge of implicitly or explicitly universalizing a given position. More to the point, the theory of nomadic practices is an attempt to formulate an expansive and pluralistic conception of design practices.

Paradigms, Programs, and Generative Metaphors

The development of nomadic practices begins with drawing on prior ways of reconceptualizing science, technical practices, and design. These include paradigms (Kuhn, 1962), programs (Redström, 2017), and generative metaphors (Agre, 1997). There are many characteristics and elements to be taken from these approaches that I will expand on and some shortcomings that, for my aims, I will address.

Paradigms

Paradigms or paradigm shifts argued by Kuhn (1962) are a radical rethinking of science and progress. It recasts the development of science from being a progressive trajectory of increasing approximations of scientific truths to a series of disruptive breaks between different scientific paradigms. A paradigm, according to Kuhn, is an exemplar in science, such as Ptolemy’s calculations of planetary movements, Newton’s laws of motion and gravity, or Maxwell’s theory of the electromagnetic field. These paradigms, in a given period, provide the theoretical beliefs, values, instruments and techniques to solve scientific problems. The capacity for a paradigm to contribute to scientific problem-solving is what Kuhn refers to as a period of normal science. Here, for a given time, the goals, theories, and experimental approaches to science adhere to the paradigmatic theory in a cumulative and productive fashion that we tend to think of as scientific progress.

Kuhn’s radical departure is to make the case that stable periods of normal science come to an abrupt end in a revolution phase—a crisis in which scientific anomalies of a time, unsalvageable by the paradigm of the day, come to seriously undermine the existing paradigm. For example, Maxwell’s mathematical discovery of electromagnetic waves and continuous fields changed interpretations of reality based on the physics of material particles.
in mechanical movement to one of waves and fields. The shift from one paradigm to another is disruptive rather than cumulative. The subsequent paradigm, in the example above, swept aside Newtonian theories. The observable and empirical approaches of Newtonian physics gave way to a new order of mathematics and postulations of the directly unobservable, like radio waves and the speed of light. The importance of this formulation is that paradigms are in Kuhn’s view, incommensurable—meaning that there is little in common when it comes to measuring and assessing theories from different paradigms. Herein lies the rejection of scientific development as the cumulative building on earlier theories and, with each progressive theory, a closer approximation to scientific truth. In contrast with Popper’s (1959) ideas of falsifiability, in which a good theory is one that can be refuted, Kuhn argued that the revolutionary phase is not a rational process. Rather, the revolutionary phase is wildly open to competition among different and incompatible ideas.

In design and HCI, the concept of paradigms is put to good use in Bødker’s (2006) *When Second Wave HCI Meets Third Wave Challenges*. Bødker characterizes the development of the field of HCI as a succession of waves. In particular, she addresses the rise of a “third generation or wave, that one might identify as a break with the second wave, theoretically and technologically” (p. 1). She characterizes the second wave as HCI and design’s focus on designing technologies in work settings for communities of practice. This wave opened design and HCI to sociological perspectives. Bødker identifies anomalies or unsolvable puzzles, to use Kuhn’s terminology, in second wave HCI as challenges of a burgeoning third wave. These challenges are, broadly, the wider use contexts, applications, and settings for technology that moved beyond the workplace to homes and everyday settings. This shifted the concern of the field to cultural, emotional, and experiential aspects of technology and use. And in many respects, the challenges invert second wave concerns into matters of: “non-work, non-purposeful, non-rational, etc.” (Bødker, 2006, pp. 1-2). A good example of the shift from second wave HCI is the *prayer companion* by Gaver et al. (2010). The *prayer companion* is a bespoke device in the form of a Tau cross that scrolls news items on a display to offer resources for prayer life of cloistered elderly. Bødker characterizes the development of the field of HCI as a succession of waves. In particular, she addresses the rise of a “third generation or wave, that one might identify as a break with the second wave, theoretically and technologically” (p. 1). She characterizes the second wave as HCI and design’s focus on designing technologies in work settings for communities of practice. This wave opened design and HCI to sociological perspectives. Bødker identifies anomalies or unsolvable puzzles, to use Kuhn’s terminology, in second wave HCI as challenges of a burgeoning third wave. These challenges are, broadly, the wider use contexts, applications, and settings for technology that moved beyond the workplace to homes and everyday settings. This shifted the concern of the field to cultural, emotional, and experiential aspects of technology and use. And in many respects, the challenges invert second wave concerns into matters of: “non-work, non-purposeful, non-rational, etc.” (Bødker, 2006, pp. 1-2). A good example of the shift from second wave HCI is the *prayer companion* by Gaver et al. (2010). The *prayer companion* is a bespoke device in the form of a Tau cross that scrolls news items on a display to offer resources for prayer life of cloistered nuns. Attention here is given to exploring spiritual experiences through computation, rethinking broad categories of *aging or elderly*, and opening the design of digital artifacts to materiality, aesthetics, ambiguity, and interpretations of use.

The idea of second and third waves of HCI shows well the constructive nature of paradigms. Characterizing the field as successive waves, it describes new values and shifting foci without having to argue against progress or ideal truths. The incommensurability of paradigms is seen as a series of successive waves within the discipline, in which the latter wave replaces the previous wave. The incommensurability of paradigms holds the benefit of challenging humanist ideas of progress as ways of understanding disciplines. However, the successive winning out of a new dominant paradigm does little to shake free the disciplinary model of a foundational and territorial organization of thought and action. For a step in this direction, I turn to the idea of programs as developed by Redström (2017).

**Programs**

In *Making Design Theory*, Redström (2017) addresses a central shortcoming of a disciplinary approach—foundational knowledge. He does this by arguing that the disciplinary foundation for design should be dynamic and transitional rather than stable. The key concept in this ongoing reflexive change in design is a *program*. In some respects, he normalizes the *revolution* phase of paradigms by adding the idea of programs as a purposeful and experimental mechanism for critical reflection on the foundations of a discipline. Programs are sets of beliefs and design ideals that encapsulate and foreground a particular worldview of designing. In this way, they can guide the design actions and thinking of designers within a program.

The real potential of programs is when there are multiple concurrent and competing programs operating within the discipline of design. This affords the possibility of looking at programs from the outside, as a matter of difference, in order to reflect on what else designing could be. It allows a form of meta-reflection that enables progressive change. A good example of a design research program is Redström and Hallnäs’ work (2001) on slow technology. The worldview experimented with a what-if agenda, that designed technologies to create moments of reflection and mental rest rather than increasing performance and efficiency. The program continues through to recent work that emphasizes temporality and pace equally if not greater than functionality. For example, the *Photobox* by Odom et al. (2014) is an antique oak chest that encases a printer that randomly prints four or five photos a month from an owner’s Flickr archive. The infrequency of a print, the lack of control by the user, and the fact that the photos are hidden from view make the experience of the technology one of anticipation, reflection, and surprise. Here, a program offers a vehicle for a purposeful and critical examination of foundational concepts for design, namely usability and productivity—through designing alternative slow technologies.

Redström adapts Lakatos’ idea of *programme* (and changes the spelling to program), which was in part a response to Kuhn’s paradigms (Lakatos, 1976). Lakatos’ programme is meant to reconcile Popper’s theory of falsifiability, discussed earlier, with Kuhn’s (1962) less rational and more evolutionary idea of how competing theories lead to a new paradigm. In Lakatos’ view, science is supported by collections of theories that individually may be proven false, but, as a collection, are in practice irrefutable until the whole collection is proven otherwise. This collection of theories forms a programme that is implied to be an evolving foundation for a new paradigm (Lakatos, 1976).

In Redström’s hands, programmes go through a degree of radical change. He situates his adapted version of programs within the discipline of design as a mechanism to destabilize the discipline. This is in contrast to Lakatos, who saw change as a stepwise approach toward a unified foundation for science. Redström sees this stability as highly problematic for design and needing to be actively defended against. Stable theories are problematic because design is concerned with producing contingent and provisional knowledge in the form of *products, concepts, and structures* rather than laws and absolute measures. Redström argues that fluid and conflicting foundations are better for exploring possible realities.
through design. With Redström, programs are assigned the role of experimenting with and generating alternatives that productively challenge and destabilize the discipline of design, as is the case with slow technology.

There is much that is valuable here for nomadic practices. Redström makes the difficult maneuver of adapting the epistemological language of natural sciences to design, which is a very necessary move for nomadic practices. Equally important is the concurrency of programs that creates a field of alternatives which may align or contradict in different ways. Redström applies this as a way to reflexively maintain a transitional theoretical foundation for a discipline. As I will explain later, an important feature of nomadic practices is the establishment of interweaving trajectories of design or distinct perspectives on what it is being designed, which extends Kuhn’s incommensurability into parallel rather than sequential movements.

Programs are a step away from the disciplinary stasis of paradigms. The idea of transitional theoretical foundations unsettles the ground of design as a discipline, but does it go far enough? Redström keeps the notion of design as a discipline and a singular theoretical foundation however kept unstable. In further distancing from disciplinary structures to conceive of design, I look to Agre’s (1997) concept of generative metaphors that eschews the paradigmatic idea of disciplinary foundations.

Generative Metaphors

Agre (1997) develops the idea of generative metaphors to make the case for what he referred to as a critical technical practice. He argues that such a technical practice is necessary to shift from the underlying Cartesian rationalism in computer modelling and artificial intelligence (AI). Agre’s idea of a critical technical practice implicitly draws on Kuhn’s rejection of progress and ideal truths, but explicitly rejects Kuhn’s disciplinary framing of paradigms and foundational knowledge:

A critical technical practice would not model itself on what Kuhn (1962) called normal science, much less on conventional engineering. Instead of seeking foundations it would embrace the impossibility of foundations, guiding itself by a continually unfolding awareness of its own workings as a historically specific practice. It would make further inquiry into the practice of AI an integral part of the practice itself. It would accept that this reflexive inquiry places all of its concepts and methods at risk. And it would regard this risk positively, not as a threat to rationality but as the promise of a better way of doing things (Agre, 1997, pp. 9-10).

In rejecting Kuhn’s disciplinary thinking, Agre focuses on the idea of technical practice. A technical practice is understood as historically specific, rather than autonomous, as one might see a discipline. A technical practice is also concerned with building as a distinct activity, in the sense of making and constructing entities like software (Agre, 1997). The framing of concepts and methods, as practice, moves the discussion further from under the shadow of disciplinary science as the ultimate reference point for ways of knowing. The radical nature of critical technical practice is, as Agre states, to commit to a reflexive inquiry around a practice. And further, this reflexivity is willing to scrutinize and jeopardize the very concepts and methods that make up the practice. In thinking about how to guide a reflexive inquiry of one’s own practice, Agre develops the idea of generative metaphors.

Agre (1997) draws on Schön’s (1984) idea of utilizing metaphors, the stories of a field that drive inquiries in research, as a way to understand the social reality of a given practice. For example, using the idea of a network of connections and nodes as a metaphor for society would be a generative metaphor. Agre describes a generative metaphor as “an open-ended mapping from one discursive domain to another (economics and physics, reproductive physiology and cultural gender roles, evolutionary biology and social structures), and a metaphor is ‘generative’ in the sense that a research community can extend its own discourse by carrying one element after another through the mapping” (p. 34). Generative metaphors cross the boundaries of discursive domains, like social sciences and computer science in the example above. They are orthogonal in that a metaphor can carry thoughts and actions across the various disciplines to extend a given discourse, for example network topologies as an analysis for social bonds.

Another idea that draws on Schön is that a generative metaphor mutually shapes what deserves attention within a practice and how that attention should be structured theoretically and methodologically. For example, Agre (1997) saw in cognitive science the generative metaphor of mentalism, in which the human mind acts like an internal information processor, computing stimuli and perceptive data to reason on external responses and behavioral actions in the world. The then current theoretical and methodological formulations of cognitive science were clearly structured by the metaphor of an interior computing mind. The greater concern for Agre was what future trajectory lay in store given the hold of this metaphor. In the mode of reflexive inquiry, he counters with a generative metaphor of interactionism—that is mutual involvement, participation, and reciprocal shaping between humans and their environment.

The mutual naming and framing of concerns by generative metaphors reveals how the selection of a metaphor for attention shapes the actions of those in the practice. The worldview of the generative metaphor is put into practice, so to speak, by determining what that practice is and what it will become, similar to Redström’s programs. And, as Agre articulates, as a consequence any given generative metaphor places other concerns at the margins of the practice. In a cognitive science practice based on the mentalist metaphor, embodied and contextual concerns are set at the margins. Agre’s real concern is that without a critical awareness of how generative metaphors work, what is at the margins remains invisible to the field, and hence no alternatives arise to shift a practice away from a problematic direction or eventual stasis and repeating of itself. Hence the need for a critical technical practice that is able to diagnose and deconstruct the underlying generative metaphor that “will have an utterly pervasive influence on the techniques, methods, and priorities of a field” (Agre, 1997, p. 47). The modus operandi of a critical technical practice is to provide alternative generative metaphors,
by starting with what is relegated to the margins, and then doing
the hard work of developing new techniques, methods, and
priorities that can enable a shift of concerns from margin to center.

The applicability of generative metaphors to design
practice is evident in the work of Harrison, Tatar, and Sengers
(2007) in “The Three Paradigms of HCI.” These authors use
Agre’s (1997) approach to address many of the same issues in HCI
that Bødker (2006) discusses in her paradigms of second and third
waves. Notwithstanding the use of the word paradigm, Harrison
and colleagues use generative metaphors as a way to articulate
the state of HCI at the time and its possible future trajectory.
They deconstruct the practices of HCI into different generative
metaphors of interaction, allowing them to further analyze
the field as different centers and margins of concerns. Based
on this analysis, they argue for an intervention through a third
generative metaphor of situated perspectives, in which situated
and embodied interactions, which were formerly marginalized by
metaphors of mind and information processing, take center stage.
In this case, it is evident that the critical work of deconstructing
dominant metaphors and the seeking of alternatives can begin with
paying attention to what is marginalized within any generative
metaphor of the practice. Further, as Harrison et al. make clear,
multiple generative metaphors may co-exist signaling a potential
plurality of practices. A recent example of this approach is Being
the Machine or what is also known as Redeform, by Devendorf
and Ryokai (2015). Being the Machine is a 3D printer in which
the human user becomes in effect the printing head guided by a
digital system. The system is a deconstruction of the dominant
metaphor in digital fabrication of molding passive matter into an
ideal abstract form represented in a computational model. Ingold
(2011) views this approach as hylomorphic, a process that renders
matter as inert and passive. In opposition, Devendorf and Ryokai
(2015) adopt Ingold’s notion of the non-hylomorphic that sees
materials and materiality as active and lively, equally shaping the
fabricated form as a matter of process and flow.

The contributions of generative metaphors to the development
of nomadic practices are substantial. Generative metaphors separate
practices from foundational knowledge. Their own emergence
is historical, and, in this sense, they inherit disciplinary practices
without the structures. They argue that knowledge and methods
are self-contained in practices. Lastly, generative metaphors can
co-exist and operate across disciplines in ways that extend the
discourse of a given practice and can be seen as nomadic.

**Toward a Posthumanist Epistemology for Design**

Across paradigms, programs, and generative metaphors there
are many characteristics and elements to build on in developing
nomadic practices, especially by augmenting and refining these
aspects through posthumanist commitments. Key among these
elements is what I see as the making of practices, practices
without foundations, and practices as transversals.

*Making of practices.* Agre (1997) is indebted to Schön’s
(1984) definition of practice, as a form of knowledge production
in its own right rather than an application of disciplinary
knowledge external to the practice. Schön famously argued that
professions like engineering are reflective practices with their
own epistemological and methodological grounding, rather
than technical extensions of the disciplines of Physics and
Mathematics. The distinct grounding of practices arises from
their situated and embodied natures that privilege experiences
and contexts over laws and principles. This relation to experience,
makes the practitioner of the practices explicit. In Agre, this arose
as the naming and framing, which Schön sees as the mutual
shaping of the practice and practitioner, whereby what is attended
to by a practitioner shapes the practice and in turn the practitioner.

*Practices without foundations.* Agre (1997) and
Redström (2017) do the valuable and difficult work of adapting
reconceptualizations of science to technical practices. In doing so,
their formulations of practice take on a critical relation to the idea
of foundations, the theoretical concepts and assumptions of a given
practice. Redström’s program aims to destabilize the foundations
of design, to keep theories and assumptions of a discipline in a
transitional state. This, in Redström’s view, is a better fit with the
contingent nature in which knowledge is produced in design. Agre
eschews foundations and disciplines altogether to focus on practice.
Practices in Agre are a social construction that can be continually
deconstructed like a literary text. Like any text, a practice has a
coherent story or a dominant narrative that can be undone by parts
of the narrative that are excluded and put to the margins.

*Practices as transversals.* Redström and Agre take
advantage of the incommensurability of Kuhn’s paradigm to
emphasize pluralism and movement of competing notions
of design. Redström describes programs as mechanisms to
productively destabilize disciplines, keeping them from stasis. This
destabilization is most effective when multiple programs co-exist
in a critical relation to each other and the original foundations
of design. Generative metaphors are freed from any relations to a
foundation and so can also coexist. In place of foundations, they
are structured as a dynamic of center and margins, in which the
exclusionary force of the main metaphor creates alternatives at the
margins of a practice. And, through critical intervention, what lies
at the margins can eventually take center stage.

These aspects of making practices—practices without
foundations, and practices as transversals—are elements to build on.
However, there are shortcomings that will also need to be addressed.
The mechanics of generative metaphors is center to margins, which
creates a dualism that in many respects is unnecessary and potentially
too reactive. Another shortcoming to address is that the multiplicity
of programs and generative metaphors are a fixed and hierarchical
relationship between critiques to foundation or margins to center.
This type of fixed relationality is not, in a sense, relational enough.

**Intentionality, Situated Knowledge, and Nomadism in Nomadic Practices**

In this section, I will introduce posthumanist concepts that will help
shape this discussion further and set the theoretical scaffolding
in place for nomadic practices. In particular, I will discuss the
postphenomenological ideas of intentionality to support ideas of
embodied variations (Verbeek, 2008). To draw out and make
good on the idea of a practice without foundations, Haraway’s (1988) feminist perspective on objectivity and situated knowledge will be invaluable. And, to set the terms for a non-disciplinary structure, the element of practices of transversal opens the door to multiplicity and movement that can be further refined through Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) ideas of nomadism.

**Intentionality of Nomadic Practices**

In phenomenological terms, humans, as a notion, cannot be seen in isolation but rather in relation to the world. Intentionality, in the phenomenological tradition of Husserl and Merleau-Ponty, is the central concept by which to understand the relationship between humans and their world (Verbeek, 2008). The importance here is that the way in which we are directed toward reality constitutes ourselves and the world together:

> Humans are always directed toward reality. They cannot simply “think,” but they always think *something*; they cannot simply “see,” but they always see *something*; they cannot simply “feel” but always feel *something*. As experiencing beings, humans cannot but be directed at the entities which constitute the world. Conversely it does not make much sense to speak of “the world in itself” either. Just like human beings can only be understood from their relation with reality, so can reality only be understood from the relation human beings have with it. The “world in itself” is inaccessible by definition, since every attempt to grasp it makes it a “world for us,” as disclosed in terms of specific ways of understanding and encountering it. (Verbeek, 2008, pp. 388-389)

Phenomenological intentionality is distinct from the more general meaning of intentionality, which is to form intentions or set goals. Rather, phenomenological intentionality illuminates the way experience is structured, through our embodiment, situatedness, and contingencies. This creates a relationality that shapes what we make of the world and in turn this experience shapes us. This shows intentionality to be bidirectional: The designer shapes the *something* designed as it in turn shapes the designer. Intentionality also reveals that the subject-object is not only mutually constituted but variant. In this way, designers are formed by what they design in ways that can vary; as such, however we constitute the designer, intentionality is not only relational, but composed of differences and differently structured experiences of the world.

The importance for nomadic practices is that we can begin to see practices like design as formed by different intentionalities that constitute different types of designers designing differently. In other words, we cannot see *designers* as simply designing but rather as designing *something*. Equally, we cannot see *design* in itself but rather only in relation to *designers* designing *something*. And that *something* is structured in different ways that are embodied, situated, and contingent—meaning that designers as well, as a matter of co-constitution, are also relational and multiple. Nomadic practices begin with the principle that designers and what is designed are multiply fashioned in numerous variations that are both coherent within and through intentionality.

**Situated Knowledge of Nomadic Practices**

In my discussion of paradigms, programs, and generative metaphors, I hope to have mapped an alternate route around disciplinary structures toward a concept without foundations, hierarchies, and the claiming of territory for describing the variant knowings and actions of a given design. As discussed earlier (see *Background* section), disciplines operate within an illusion of a total and self-autonomous body of knowledge. Such a body is attended to by disciplinarians who occupy a seemingly objective and therefore a truly uninhabitable perch to police, govern, and monitor the foundations and perimeters of the discipline (see Krippendorff, 2016). Haraway (1988) famously and simply calls this a god trick. That is the promising vision from everywhere and nowhere equally and fully. She argues against the transcendent or objective models of knowing by offering a localized understanding of knowing referred to as *situated knowledge*. This is described as an embodied objectivity that is accountable by virtue of making clear that knowers are situated, in a particular and local position, relative to what is known and to other knowers. And this localized embodiment, the perspective of the knower, is reflected in the knowledge created and in how that knowledge is created. Situated knowledge makes unavoidable the limitations of knowing given the knowing subject in every case is a result of differences, contingencies, embodiments, and incompleteness, while, at the same time, these situated knowledges collectively form a radical multiplicity of knowledge.

Yet, not wanting to give in to relativism or give up on reality or the spirit of objectivity, Haraway (1988) positions an embodied and visible knower in place of an all-seeing invisible knower as a measure of credible knowledge. This turns objectivity into a matter of accountability. This accountability arises from the visible knower being made present in the process of knowing. Further, as a result of the perspectivism of the situated knower, an additional and necessary accountability comes into play, taking the responsibility that any interpretations of reality are partial and incomplete, and gaining trust by acknowledging this limitation. In situated knowledge, objectivity is not derived from neutrality in knowing. For Haraway and feminist thinking there is no desire for a theory of innocent powers to represent the world, a desire that marks humanist and masculine ideals of objectivity. Feminist objectivity, in this way, embraces knowing in its multiplicity:

> Subjectivity is multidimensional; so, therefore, is vision. The knowing self is partial in all its guises, never finished, whole, simply there and original; it is always constructed and stitched together imperfectly, and therefore able to join with another, to see together without claiming to be another. Here is the promise of objectivity: a scientific knower seeks the subject position, not of identity, but of objectivity, that is, partial connection. There is no way to be simultaneously in all, or wholly in any, of the privileged (i.e., subjugated) positions structured by gender, race, nation, and class. (Haraway, 1988, p. 586)

Situated knowledge dismantles the assumption that through the rigors of technique and method, or conversely through the politics of identity, the all-seeing position is achieved and only
from this vantage point can claims be made on what is true and needs to be known. The assumption of who can claim to know is dismantled. In situated knowledge, the claim to know is not a privileged position but is privileged as the way to know: “So, with many other feminists, I want to argue for a doctrine and practice of objectivity that privileges contestation, deconstruction, passionate construction, webbed connections, and hope for transformation of systems of knowledge and ways of seeing” (Haraway, 1988, p. 584). And, within this multiplicity of limited and contradictory claims, there is the ability to join with another, or as Haraway puts it, a positioned rationality—which is “the joining of partial views and halting voices into a collective subjective position” (p. 590). Positioned rationality is not about resolution or claiming to be another but about making collective claims of knowing.

The importance of this discussion is that understanding design from the perspective of situated knowledge also opens design to being understood in multiplicity. The issue is not which claims about design that hold an embodied objectivity are accountable claims for what in a collective fashion—with all the contradictions and partial knowing intact—is a collective design. The value of the claims can be seen in the visions and productive interpretations of how we know and see design.

**Nomadism in Nomadic Practices**

Nomadism is central to the idea of nomadic practices by supporting and pushing further the notion of practices as transversals. Up to this point, I have discussed the principle of intentionality as the binding of subject-object or designer-designed together in ways that not only structure what each means but which are open to a multiplicity of variations. Situated knowledge makes explicit the perspectivism behind ways of knowing. It also shows that this plurality of perspectives does not atomize the meaning of design into unrecognizable bits of relativism. Rather, through positioned rationality a collective subjective view of design emerges that accounts for the embodied knower or knowers of design. Yet in a design without foundations or fixed definitions, how do we understand what form these alternatives take and what features they hold?

To answer these questions, I draw on Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) nomadism. They often speak of opposing poles on a spectrum including, for example, the territorialized and deterritorialized. Alden (2014) concisely illustrates nomadism as a spectrum of orders between sedentary and nomadic:

Under the sedentary order, exemplified by the image of agricultural land, distinct parcels of land are distributed to determined groups of people. Areas of land are divided and demarcated, in order that the ownership of the land is clear. Any movement across sedentary land is defined by borders and boundaries: as you move from one distinct place to another, from field A to field B, roads and walls determine the route you have to take. In contrast, under the nomadic order, exemplified by the image of the desert, a number of people are scattered across an expanse of land, without clear borders or exclusive ownership. The route from point A to point B is not determined in the same way as under the sedentary order. Rather, stopping places are subordinated to the journey itself: meeting places, encampments, watering holes instead of fields, cities, castles.

Deleuze and Guattari (1987) use this language of territories and movement to describe an array of organizations from political systems to the military and to the sciences. Deleuze and Guattari offer an illustrative example by comparing the games of chess and Go (see Figure 1). Both are strategy games. Social structures of differentiated power are represented in the chess board pieces, including kings, queens, knights, and lowly serfs or pawns. The object of chess is to kill or remove your opponent’s pieces from the board. Go is abstract, without representations or structures, and so the pieces are typically either white or black. The aim of Go is to surround and occupy more territory than the other player.

The sedentary order in Deleuze and Guattari is typically associated with the State or organizational authority. Chess is a game of the State, not only historically but structurally as well. Chess pieces are, to use Deleuze and Guattari’s term coded, meaning they have intrinsic properties or an internal nature that defines them in terms of movements, actions, and capacities. These codes are unchangeable. For example, a knight piece is
intrinsically different from a queen, because the knight can move on the board in the shape of an L, whereas a queen can move in any straight line across the length of the board. A player is understood as the totality of all her pieces on the board. These pieces are part of a hierarchical organization, from pawns to king, and have power relative to their place in the hierarchy. This echoes the idea of agricultural land as sedentary, members of which are clearly divisible and accorded individual capacities. Even the board of chess is a matter of borders and boundaries divided between opponents down the center of the board. Go, a completely different strategy game, is what Deleuze and Guattari (1987) see as nomadic in its order. The pieces are “anonymous, collective, or third-person” (p. 352), featureless and non-referential. Typically, the pieces are either black or white stones or pellets, but in principle any two contrasting forms will do. Go pieces have no coded or intrinsic properties, only situational properties acquired externally through the placement of other Go pieces. This establishes a clear difference in gameplay where chess pieces are structural, posing threats to opponents in concert with other chess pieces and the positions of the opponents’ pieces. Go pieces are more nebulous, becoming parts of patterns and constellations. In the right circumstances, one Go piece can change the entire arrangement of the board and the game in a single move. Ultimately, as a war game, Deleuze and Guattari see chess as an “institutionalized, regulated, coded war with a front, a rear, battles”, whereas Go “is a war without battle lines, with neither confrontation nor retreat, without battles even” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 353). Deleuze and Guattari describe war machines (the military apparatuses of structures and strategies) and not just strategy games of war, as assemblages along the spectrum of sedentary and nomadic. More closely related to my aims of a non-disciplinary framing for design, Deleuze and Guattari describe sciences as sedentary and nomadic. Major science, what I have described as disciplinary, is sedentary. Minor science, what I have described as practices, is nomadic. Again, it is important to caution that this is a distinction on a spectrum rather than an explicit opposition, what DeLanda (2016) refers to as parameters, is a matter of emphasis, in one direction or another. Major science is axiomatic, producing laws and principles by which to question or investigate phenomena. Minor science follows phenomena, allowing the phenomena to pose problems. DeLanda details this distinction further:

Deleuze and Guattari include other characteristics of minor and major fields in addition to the contrast between the problematic and axiomatic approaches, and between the practice of following phenomena rather than interrogating them using predefined categories or laws. The authors [Deleuze & Guattari] argue that while minor science concerns itself with flows, major science treats fluids as a special case of a theory of solids; while minor science deals with becoming, major science concerns itself with what is stable, eternal, identical, and constant... (p. 96)

DeLanda (2016) expands on Deleuze and Guattari’s (2014) analysis of major and minor sciences in a case study of chemistry, that like most scientific fields aspires to the status of a major science, all the while demonstrating the nomadic characteristics of a minor science. Here, I have expanded on this idea to make the point that nomadic practices will treat design as a minor science, emphasizing the nomadic parameter of pursuing phenomena to generate problems in ways that constantly move across territories, settling and unsettling (territorializing and deterritorializing in the language of Deleuze and Guattari), all the while avoiding laws, principles, foundations, territorial claims, and hierarchical structures.

Nomadism contributes centrally to the idea of nomadic practices, revealing an enabling approach to traverse across territories, avoiding disciplinary structures. Equally important, it moves to the fore the ongoing emergence of the phenomena of which a given design follows or gathers around. Lastly, it makes understanding a particular nomadic practice of design a matter of describing the relational features it holds.

Nomadic Practices

At the risk of making the destination of the article seemingly abrupt in relation to the journey of getting here (though in keeping with the nomadic approach), I will end with a succinct description of the features of nomadic practices. Nomadic practices can be described as having three features:

- **Multiplicity of intentionalities** is the plurality with which designers and the something designed are mutually constituted across different nomadic practices. Nomadic practices are shared intentionalities in which designers gather around different ways to structure possibilities of designing.
- **Situated knowing** is the way knowledge of the particular something to design of nomadic practices is created. The knower or designer is embodied, situated, and made visible with respect to any claims of what is known about design. As a result, nomadic practices offer multiple ways to know design resulting in knowledge that is diverse and collective.
- **The nomadism of nomadic practices reframes design from a single territorial discipline to a multiplicity of concurrent, allied, non-allied, collaborative, competitive, contradictory, or aligned practices of design marked by who gathers around a particular something to design. There is a plurality of gatherings that traverse across a landscape, territorializing and deterritorializing, as they go, following the somethings they design—wherever that may lead, often crossing paths to contest or form allegiances with other nomadic practices.**

The accountability or credibility of nomadic practices is established in various ways. One is through the embodied objectivity of making visible the knower of the nomadic practice and the ways of knowing. Secondly, nomadism structures nomadic practices as gatherings of knowers/designers around a particular notion of design and its accompanying something. As a gathering, nomadic practices are accountable based on who and what they gather both in quantity and kind. Further, nomadic practices are much more fluid and dynamic than disciplines since they can grow or fade depending on the attraction to gather or not within a given shared intentionality.
To give up on a claim to universalism, as nomadic practices do, is to also abandon ideas of generalizable knowledge. In many respects, epistemological theories of design like conceptual constructs (Stolterman & Wiberg, 2010) or intermediate knowledge and strong concepts (Höök & Löwgren, 2012) have already argued against universal principles in exchange for propositional and materialist understandings of how design knowing is generated and shared. Nomadic practices take this a step further, and in doing so emphasize a collective approach to knowledge and its creation. Firstly, generative metaphors make clear that, regardless of how we may now reconceptualize design practices, we will have inherited a history of knowing that can be appropriated and above all else shared. However, this asserts the need to investigate historical narratives beyond the hegemonic as with the critical work of undoing long-silenced narratives of design (Rosner, 2018) or exposing the past racial encodings of technology (Benjamin, 2019). Moving forward, nomadic practices are dynamic and on the move such that their trajectories are defined by intersections, divergences, contestations, and temporary alliances with other nomadic practices in which knowing and know-how cross-pollinates and is shared. Thinking of knowledge collectively and shared across nomadic practices rather than an abstract and generalizable theoretical foundation for all practices, points to what Haraway refers to as a radical multiplicity of knowledge that is far richer and more diverse than a singular discipline (Haraway, 1988).

So, what can be done with nomadic practices? Elsewhere, I have explored in detail how nomadic practices can be used retrospectively to reconceptualize past design practices (Wakkary, 2021). Each of these practices is governed by different intentionalities and develops particular knowledge and know-how to sustain their practice. For example, the nomadic practice of designing artifacts describes the design researchers in HCI and participatory design that hold the shared intentionalities of designing artifacts that contribute to human progress by supporting complex human use and considering social-psychological factors. I elaborate on how a social enterprise like the Fairphone is an artifact in that it strives for progressive human use and creation of technologies (Akemu et al., 2016). I also describe what I call the nomadic practice of designing objects in which designers are constituted as moralists who design objects based on ethical and aesthetic principles to attain a certain virtue through design that is normative or prescriptive. I discuss how Rams’ design works like the Braun Pocket Receivers are a form of design asceticism in which Ram urges as little design as possible in order to create enduring goods of a higher order (Lovell et al., 2011). Nomadic practices reconfigure past affinities and associations in new ways such that speculative design like Kar-a-sutra by Bellini (1972), an unwavering critique of consumer capitalism, shares an intentionalities with Rams and Braun products. Both design from a shared morality and prescriptive ideal of what a design object should be. Lastly, I describe the nomadic practice of designing products in which professional designers like UX designers at Facebook or product companies direct themselves at a commercial world in which products aim to serve the human economic goals of fair transactions between profit and consumer satisfaction. These multiple framings of design are grounded in the idea of different ways of addressing the world through design or different intentionalities made up of differently constituted subject-objects of design. Nomadic practices show the possibility to design with important and central differences from other practices, and where there are commonalities these emerge not from a singular foundation but from ongoing cooperation, overlaps, and appropriations across each of the nomadic practices.

However, the point for me in theorizing nomadic practices is to create an epistemological opening for new ways of conceptualizing design. And, specifically, to do so by removing epistemological hurdles of humanist disciplines such that how we know design could be more expansive and diverse. My particular pursuit is to investigate a posthumanist design that runs counter to humanist ideals and the structures that support them. I refer to this as nomadic practice of designing things in which I investigate a practice of design to better cohabit our world with species and matter that are not human. I describe things—nonhumans made by designers—that are agentic and vital and so capable on the one hand of transforming the world on their own and on the other hand contribute as a nonhuman designer together with humans. The nomadic practice I explore here is one in which human designers are entangled with nonhuman designers to design things with humility in an approach I call designing-with (Wakkary, 2021).

The aim of this article is to see design in expansive terms as I described above and to invite others to critically imagine, assemble, and act through other nomadic practices. The hope is that through the removal of epistemological barriers set by seeing design as a humanist discipline, we can collectively engage design as a plurality of intentionalities that include decolonizing worlds, multi-species relations, technofashion, critical-zone networks, racial justice policies, and countless others.

In conclusion, the theory of nomadic practices has a particular and pragmatic role to play in my research. I use it as an intellectual argument to pry open space to discuss a shared intentionalities of design that is not afforded in humanist notions of disciplines. The article traces related approaches including paradigms, programs, and generative metaphors and draws from these in combination with posthuman commitments of phenomenological intentionalities, situated knowledge, and nomadism to develop a theory of nomadic practices. The aim of this work is to find an alternative structure to a humanist discipline for design such that design practices can be seen as relational, expansive, and plural.
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Endnotes

1. This article is an adaptation of the “Nomadic Practices” chapter in Wakkary’s (2021) book, Things we could design: For more than human-centered worlds (Ch. 2). https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/things-we-could-design
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